Improved Business Intelligence at CODAN and TRYGG HANSA Insurance

Since 2006, one of the largest insurance companies in Denmark, CODAN Insurance, part of the RSA Insurance group, has used advanced decision support software from HUGIN EXPERT for handling uncertainty in their Business Intelligence analytics.

CODAN uses HUGIN software to increase their business efficiency on multiple tiers. The Business Intelligence Division at CODAN has developed systems using HUGIN analytics that increase claims handling efficiency and improve the exploitation of in-house expert knowledge.

Another member of the RSA Insurance Group and one of the largest insurance companies in Sweden, TRYGG HANSA, also uses advanced decision support software from HUGIN EXPERT for handling uncertainty in their Business Intelligence analytics.

Like CODAN, TRYGG HANSA uses HUGIN analytic software to increase business efficiency and has developed systems that improve efficiency in claims handling and their exploitation of expert knowledge.